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Cross boundary identities of the Albanian Muslims in Socialist Macedonia
Agata Rogoś

Introduction
The long lasting Ottoman empire rule and the millet system created a strong sense of belonging determined by religion. In these circumstances Islam developed as a social force and the way of living expressed itself through daily practices and associated customs, which in turn
has created a consolidated sense of community. In these terms the distinctive way of life separated Muslims from non-Muslim communities.
A particularly important consequence of shaping the ethnical boundaries in frames of Yugoslav Republics was the emergence of new perceptions of identity. Di!erences in meanings of self-identi"cation as a Muslim occurred in a self-de"nition processes of Balkan Muslim
communities.
In Macedonia, where the Albanian population has played a signi"cant role in social and political structures, the Muslim identity in a time of
socialist Yugoslavia was perceived by the political discourse as a construct based on imagined homeland and the idea of Greater Albania. In
this paper I will show the development of the Muslim-Albanian identity in socialist Macedonia and its embedment not only in religious structures and everyday practices as a heritage of Ottoman culture. The Muslim identity model will be shown as well as a part of a self-de"nition
process of a non-Slavic group and the cultivation of national-centric Albanian tradition in the context of discrimination practices of the Yugoslav state.
Along with the speci"c policy of the Yugoslav government (1918-1941), the Albanian community also distrusted the communist Yugoslav
government (1944-1991), giving rise to antagonised Albanian and Macedonian relations through 1991. In the aftermath of the anti-Albanian
policy, during the interwar period, 45,000 Albanians #ed from Kosovo, and approximately 50,000 were imprisoned. The centralistic regime of
1
the Karađorđević family in Belgrade began its stringent policy of repressing Albanians. The key elements of this policy are included in Belgrade University professor Vaso Čubrilovic’s ← 208 | 209 → memorandum The Expulsion of the Albanians presented to communist authorities
in Belgrade in March 1937:
The mass evacuation of the Albanians from their triangle is the only e!ective course we can take … The "rst prerequisite is the creation of
a suitable psychosis … We must "rst of all win over the clergy and men of in#uence through money and threats … The law must be enforced
to the letter so as to make staying intolerable for the Albanians: "nes, imprisonment, ruthless application of all police regulations, such as the
prohibition of smuggling, cutting forests, damaging agriculture, leaving dogs unchained, compulsory labour and other measures that an experienced police force can contrive … Private initiative, too, can greatly assist in this direction. We should distribute weapons to our colonists, as
need be … Local riots can be incited … There remains one more method Serbia employed with great practical e!ect after 1878, that is, secret2
ly razing Albanian villages and urban settlements to the ground.
In the so-called “southern regions”, Sandžak, Kosovo and Macedonia, the period of reforms was marked by Serbian policy aimed to wreak
havoc and resettle and colonise the lands inhabited by the Muslim population in order to solve the “national issue”, following the pro-Serbian
3
policy of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Due to the lack of satisfactory e!ects of migration policy – serbization – the Yugoslav authorities took additional measures, as a result of which in 1938 an agreement was signed between Turkey and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,
which in turn led to migration to Turkey of around 200,000 Albanians in 1939-1944.
This data is also disclosed by Ivo Banac in the cited below o$cial report:
This [the number of legal ownership among Albanians] is below the minimum needed for survival. But that was precisely what we wanted;
4
that is, to prevent them from living and thereby force them to emigrate. The convention on emigration [with Turkey] is initiated.
After years of persecution, starting in 1953, when Yugoslavia signed a treaty on peaceful relations with Turkey, over 200,000 Muslims (Şe5
hirli, Kasabali, ← 209 | 210 → Albanians, Turks, Bosniaks and Roma) declared their nationality as Turkish and emigrated to Turkey. As stated
by Edvin Pezo among the most important emigration factors could be pointed out: disappointments of the Muslim population and hopes for
6
a better life in Turkey and the experience of violence (mostly among Albanians from Kosovo).
Examples of repression against Muslims in Macedonia during the communist Yugoslav ruling include the closing down of religious schools,
the persecution of religious leaders who did not acquiesce to state regulations, police attacks on rural Muslim communities and changes in
7
8
regulations concerning the elements of traditional Muslim clothing, especially the headscarf (ferexhe ) for women. The prohibition on wearing ferexhe, mandated in 1951 in Macedonia, was for many Muslim families an unacceptable element of the communist regime’s policy, re#ected in the following excerpt from an interview carried out by Burcu Akan Ellis with an anonymous woman from Gostivar:
They called us into the secondary school building and told us: “now unveil your faces!” They threatened us and told us we would be persecuted if we refused to do what they told us. I felt as if I was naked. We arrived veiled and returned without the headscarf. Tears were running
down our faces on our way back home. From that day on, my mother never left the house again; she only left it after dark, when people could
9
not see her face. It was horrible. (Interview with a woman from Gostivar, 28.04.1998)
Registers compiled in Macedonia in 1953 record an increase in number of people declaring their nationality as Turkish (95,940 in 1948 and
10
11
203,938 in 1953 ) from among more than 50,000 who indicated Macedonian or Albanian as their native language. Cities, such as Gostivar
and Tetovo, where entire families refused to migrate due to the laicisation of public life in Turkey, formed an even more hermetic
12
community.
The period of the Ranković regime and the years 1968 and 1981 constituted signi"cant landmarks for the Albanian movement in communist Yugoslavia, marked by massive riots organised by the Albanian people, and at the same ← 210 | 211 → time, witnessed an increase in the
“Turkish” population in Macedonia, proving the existence of identity transformations based on fear of further repressions by the authorities.
Similar to the situation in Bulgaria, where the majority of Muslims declared a Turkish ethnic origin, a growing assimilation with Turkish identi13
ty could be observed among the Macedonian Muslims, the Torbeši. On the other hand, Orthodox Albanians inhabiting the lands around
Reka and Mavrovo followed the religious line when declaring their Macedonian origin.
The new political structures that Albanians faced, divided territorially between Enver Hoxha’s Socialist Republic of Albania and Josip Broz
Tito’s Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, forced a change in the perception of the Albanian identity after WW2. In order to determine the
di!erences between “Yugoslav” and “Hoxhan” Albanians, especially after Yugoslavia broke o! relations with the Soviet Union in 1948, Tito’s
regime de"ned the Albanian language, based on the northern Gegh dialect, as šiptar, contrary to the variant functioning in Albania based on
14
the southern Tosk dialect and referred to as Albanian. Hence, until 1986, the term Šiptar had no pejorative connotations in Yugoslav discourse, functioning as a term describing the Albanian language and the nationality of the inhabitants of Yugoslavia in contrast to the inhabi15
tants of Albania. However already in the early 1950s in everyday life in practices and contacts between Albanians and Macedonians highly
insulting expressions referring to the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia have been recorded in the reports of Communist Party of Macedonia:
16
“šiptarišta”, “belokapci”, “treba da se isčistat” (DARM 1.427.84.88, 497).
The beginning of the pejorativization process of the term Šiptar and the pressure from the Albanian community in order to exclude the
use of this form from public discourse was related to two synchronous events – emergence of the Albanian movement "ghting for more
rights for Albanians in Yugoslavia in the 1950s and 1960s, accompanied by ethnic riots, contestation movements, and ← 211 | 212 → the
17
standardization of the Albanian language (1968-1972) and its adaptation by the Albanians from Yugoslavia.
Ne treba da se odi vo Turska

18

In the "rst decades of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the communist authority began to implement an ideological programme of
19
Yugoslavization,
aimed at constructing a Macedonian community based on a multi-ethnic and multi-confessional society of the
20
federation. In the 1950s, this pro-Yugoslav programme led to the suppression of any displays of ethnonationalism (including Albanian) and
21
precipitated the emigration of approximately 195,000 Albanians to Turkey.
On the other hand, Yugoslav politics towards non-Slavic national minorities was based on marginalisation, emphasising their insigni"cant
status in the political and cultural structure of the federation. The confrontational policy of the communist authority of Yugoslavia, particularly
directed against Albanians who formed one of the largest non-Slavic communities in western Macedonia, Kosovo and Metohija, was planned
to cause, within a short period of time, con#icts between Macedonians and Albanians. Moreover, the Yugoslav regime envisioned repressions
and an anti-Albanian programme, which intensi"ed, especially in the face of cooling relations between Tito and Stalin. A report found in the
state archives of the Republic of Macedonia contains a memo that de"nes Albanians as an ethnic minority:
Albanians refer to Yugoslav-Macedonia as if it’s their own fatherland, a place where they are equal members. This means that our work
must yield the ← 212 | 213 → following result: the Albanian minority should understand that it is actually a minority in a socialist country,
without spinning other illusions; therefore, this issue should be resolved beyond the frames of the SFRY (DARM.1.427.28.26, 209).
Signi"cant discrepancies in numbers in population censuses conducted in the interwar period (1921 and 1931) and subsequently during
communist Yugoslavia (1948, 1953, 1961) were attributable to di!erent parameters describing an ethnic identity that was de"ned pars pro
toto by language. It is worth remembering though that a large part of Albanian Muslims indicated Turkish as their language. Population censuses carried out during communist Yugoslavia are characterised by signi"cant statistical variation, which could be of importance when selfde"ning particular population groups and could result in a lack of a uniform identity.
Table 1. Comparison of censuses in SFRY in: 1948, 1953, 1961

Source: DARM.1.427.231.27, 292-303 ← 213 | 214 →
Table 2. Emigration from Macedonia on the basis of ethnic origin.

Source: AJ, f. 507; XVIII – K 4/7. [Skopje] Pov. Br. 6/30.I.1957, Informacije o problemima iseljavanja turske nacionalne manjine sa teritorije NR
22
Makedonije, I.
Table 3. Census data for Albanians, Turks and ‘ethnic Muslims’ in Macedonia, 1948-1961

Source: Calculated on the basis of Dušan Bubevski, ‘Nekoi aspekti na nacionalniot sostav na naselenieto vo SR Makedonija vo periodot 1948–
1981 godina’, in: Makedonska akademija na naukite i umetnostite (ed.), Problemi na demografskiot razvoj na SR Makedonija. Trudovi od
23
naučniot sobir (Leunovo, 3 i 4 noemvri 1983) (Skopje 1985), 536.
The volatility of data and the categorisation of ethnic groups in socialist Macedonia and the successive emergence of a group de"ning itself as Yugoslavs, an autonomous culture-forming entity, a!ected the structure of the ← 214 | 215 → investigated national and cultural
realm. The Muslim community appears to have experienced the most complicated situation, as it constituted a separate category in all statistics, which is presented in instructions accompanying surveys "lled in by the inhabitants of Yugoslavia. In 1948, for example, every Muslim
had to state their nationality in the census: “Every person will write the ethnicity they belong to, for example Serb, Croat, Slovene, Macedonian, Montenegrin, Hungarian, Albanian, Romanian, etc. Muslims will become Serb-Muslims, Croat-Muslims, indeterminate Muslims”
(DARM.1.427.231.27: 292-303). In 1953, a new category of the indeterminate Yugoslav [Jugosloven-neopredelen] appears, replacing the earlier
de"nition of Muslims that referred to them as a nationality – “A person of Yugoslav origin who is not nationally more closely de"ned shall
write ‘Yugoslav-inde"nite’ and other national inde"nite persons shall write ‘nationality inde"nite’ ” (ibidem). In 1961 the Muslim was categorised within the nebulous indeterminate nomenclature of “Yugoslav-nationally inde"nite” [Jugosloven-nacionalno neopredelen]. “Citizens of
the FPRY who are not nationally de"ned are de"ned as Yugoslav-nationally inde"nite” (ibidem).
Table 4. Quantitative analysis of the Albanian minority in the Socialist Republic of Macedonia (8.02.1952)
ALL INHABITANTS

ALBANIANS

GOSTIVAR

51,880

37,967

TETOVO

–

48,647

DEBAR

25,818

6,862

G’ORČE PETROV

23,719

15,410

KUMANOVO

–

20,039

SKOPJE

–

15,812

KIČEVO

41,052

13,673

RESEN

–

2,463

Source: DARM.1.427.27.56, 268-295
These trends point to several de"ning and self-de"ning issues in communist Yugoslavia that made it impossible to precisely state an ethnocultural origin. This, in turn, was caused not only by controversies related to the relatively young traditions of nations, but also by the centuries-old functionalization of the structure and administration of the Ottoman Empire de"ning the population inhabiting European Turkey
through their religion. Moreover the emergence of Albanian national movements at the end of the 1940s and throughout the 1950s ← 215 |
216 → have been strongly connected to the risk of integration of the Albanian community into the Turkish population, based on religious a$liation. The documents dated in the beginning of the 1950s referring to the status and situation of the Albanian minority in the Socialist Republic of Macedonia have recorded a dynamic development of nationally-driven occurrences among Albanians, mostly on school education
level, and implementation of national values among young generations of Albanians from Yugoslavia. The Albanian minority referred to the
Yugoslav policies with a strong critical approach, stating that the “Albanian community is at risk of extermination due to turcization process
and resettlement to Turkey” (DARM 1.427.60.8, 135). The statement of Albanian intellectual elites, concentrated mostly around a group of
teachers from Tetovo, was being expressed through several slogans: “Ne treba da se odi vo Turska!”, “Ovdeka e našata zemja!”, “Nie od seko24
gaš sme bile tuka i tuka trebe da ostanime!”
25

Golden rings with the double-headed eagle

The concentration of the Albanian population in Macedonia along the western and northern borders of the republic, as shown in Table 4, contributed to more intensive nation-oriented activities focusing on two major issues – the dissemination of Albanian language and the right to
study in this language, as well as the functioning of religious schools intended to instil Albanian and Turkish traditions among young community members. In the documents and reports of the Socialist Party of Macedonia can be found interesting information concerning the formation of Albanian teachers practicing in Yugoslavia that in the beginning of the 1950s estimated around 500 persons. Most of them according
to o$cial data provided by agencies of socialist Yugoslavia were trained during pedagogical courses and through religious (Muslim) schools,
among others “Sibjan mehtebi” and only a few of them have "nished a regular higher education system (DARM 1.427.84.88, 495).
This “separatist” attitude among the Albanians was met with considerable scepticism by Yugoslav authorities, evidenced in a memo from
1952:
When making assumptions, it is important to underline the variety in the position of the Albanian minority. For example, the situation in Tetovo and Gostivar di!ers from the one in Debar and Struga, where other issues are ← 216 | 217 → present at a certain point, and also in Resen,
Skopje, Kumanovo and Gjorče Petrov. First, we would address Tetovo and Gostivar and even the Debar region, which, in our opinion, are the
worst situations. These regions are interwoven with a Greater-Albanian idea via relations with troops from Albania and from contacts with organisations of the Western Albanian Committees or evident through the distrust and chauvinism we can observe towards our authorities and
the party. In recent times, in Tetovo and Gostivar, this situation has even reached the level of members of political o$ces at party committees. The question that arises is why such a reaction amongst Albanians in these regions exists, even those who are members of the CP.
(DARM.1.427.28.26, 207).
The number of Albanian schools grew steadily in 1945 and 1946 and parallel (bilingual) educational programmes were introduced, all conducive to the dissemination of national values among Albanians in Macedonia.
Today, in our republic, we have 224 Šiptar elementary schools with 559 parallels, 994 teachers and 22,850 pupils; Turkish primary schools are
102 with 289 parallels, 190 teachers and 12,612 pupils. (Just from the liberation until the end of 1949, 109 new minority schools were opened
and built). Seven-year schools (only in seven-year schools) include 1672 Albanian children and 566 Turkish children. Furthermore, there are 2
lower Albanian gymnasiums with 265 Albanian students, and 50 Turkish students, altogether there are 366 Albanians and 240 Turks in gymnasiums. In Tetovo, there is an independent school for Albanians until VII grade, and in the next school year, an Albanian gymnasium will be
opened. There are also 3 parallels with 66 students for Albanian teachers in the Skopje Teachers' School (DARM.1.427.35.16, 113).
Consequently, the number of Albanian schools in the Socialist Republic of Macedonia increased, largely due to the social work of Albanian
teachers aimed at awakening national awareness. This process was continued by activities undertaken by a group of teachers from Tetovo
who gathered around Ismail Seiti, organiser of Saturday meetings supporting the development of national awareness and Albanian cultural
traditions. This group ceased their activity after several Albanian teachers were arrested in 1946, but was restarted in 1953.
The "rst time, "ve to six teachers gather, but the number quickly rises to about 20. The content of these gatherings is a discussion of certain
topics and actual issues important for Albanians, as well as the singing of nationalistic Albanian songs, and the reciting of new songs written
by the members ← 217 | 218 → themselves. “We should not only care for students and pupils, because they are aware, but for the nation
that is unaware and do not know how to self-de"ne. We need to take care of them, we should expect from them, and good intellectuals
should lead them” (DARM.1.427.60.8, 136).
The issues most often addressed during the Saturday meetings organised by the teachers from Tetovo included the history of western
Macedonia and the relation between the lands of western Macedonia and the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija with Albanian
tradition, where historic arguments con"rming the Albanian origin of these lands were emphasised. The arguments invoked (they are still
dominant in contemporary Albanian discourse) referred to the myth about the origin of the Albanians derived from Illyria, which consequently pointed to the shared heritage and tradition with the peoples inhabiting the Albanian lands and gave rise to a natural desire to incorporate
the “Alabamian lands” (western Macedonia and Kosovo) into the Albanian state (DАRМ.1.427.60.8, 137). These separatist tendencies of the Albanian national movement in the 1950s are substantiated by several retained statements of Albanian activists from the teachers’ circle in
Tetovo:
One perspective is to push forward our strengths and to achieve the greatest successes in our education. We need to make our nation aware
(DARM.1.427.60.8, 137).

The only way to gain freedom is by struggle. Good Albanians need to gather (DARM.1.427.60.8, 137-138).
Kemal Hajrula then declared that he was formerly a bad Albanian, but that he was now a good one as he "ghts against the “denationalization
of the Albanian people” (DARM.1.427.60.8, 138).
The activism of the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia initiated by a circle of teachers from Tetovo, apart from organizing educational meetings, developed its performances as a "eld-work in the villages and mountain settlements, where they have been propagating the idea of education, that was aimed to implement a high level of national awareness among the Albanian community in socialist Macedonia. Another
strong impact of Albanian nationalism in Yugoslav Macedonia was connected with the school program in Tetovo, Gostivar, Debar and Skopje,
that – according to the archival sources (DARM.147.60.8, 140) – was based on the history of the Albanian nation taken from the school books
from the time of Albanian King Zogu (1937) with a highly ideologized context based on the opposition enemy-victim (Islam-Christianity or
Slavs-Albanians), ← 218 | 219 → presenting the Albanian nation as an actor of a victimization process and speaking about Albanian territorial
extent from Montenegro to Kosovo and Debar. Furthermore, in 1952, as noted in the report on the status of the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia, in Debar among the Albanian teachers appeared a slogan: “Autonomous Western Macedonia” (referring to Tetovo, Gostivar, Debar
and Kičevo regions) (DARM.142.60.8, 143).
The mutual nature of the relationship between the Albanian and Macedonian population, particularly in western Macedonia, focused
around the origin and history of these lands when taking into consideration the presence of both Slav and non-Slav cultural tradition components intended to prove and verify the rights of both parties to the contested territory. The issue of the Albanian presence was often marginalised in the Slav socialist discourse and perceived as a separatist perspective of a small group of Albanian radicals, which was largely concurrent with the traditionalist Muslim discourse. The two contradicting argumentations concerning the presence of Albanians on the territory of
western Macedonia are represented, on the one hand, by the aforementioned notes and the archival recollections of Albanian intellectual
elites and teachers from the Tetovo district, and, on the other, by the position of the communist rulers of the Socialist Republic of Macedonia,
who recognised the dynamic development of self-de"ning Albanian thought, often ascribing its dissemination to religious communities.
In particular it is important to underline the appearance of fear in every Albanian when it comes to expressing his origin and history, i.e.
‘Were these territories where they live populated by the Slavs?’ It is also a special feature that almost everywhere in conversations there are
single distinguished personalities speaking, while collective approval and participation appears in expressing the gratitude towards the government. (...) Only certain di!erences of this kind of participation exist in Tetovo, Gostivar, and among Bajraktarians in Struga and Kumanovo,
and even in Kičevo it is based more on raising primitivism and disintegration as well as by using religious a$liation. Report on the work of the
team on the issues of the Albanian minority in the period from 17 January to 3 February 1952 (DARM.1.427.60.6, 87).
The ethnocultural diversity of western Macedonia was re#ected in both everyday and festive social practices, which, according to source
materials kept in the state archives of Macedonia, only deepened interethnic divisions, leading to the isolation of two neighbouring cultural
traditions that often shared certain traits, especially in the area of folk traditions. An example of such practices in western Macedonia also
concerning the area of cultural activities is a story from ← 219 | 220 → Debar from 1958 about the divisions between Macedonian and Albanian people that eventually led to the disintegration of the community.
In some places of Western Macedonia such as Debar, the division has taken on an even larger scale. Cultural and educational events now consist of either only Albanian ensembles or vice versa, when performing Macedonian ensembles with only Macedonians participate (...) Some
part of the Macedonian population feels fear and mistrust towards the Albanian population. (DARM.1.427.128.28, 266).
A signi"cant light on the presence of national ideology among the Albanians living in Western and South-Western Macedonia (Ohrid, Debar, Kičevo), cast narratives from the early 1980s concerning the presence of ideological and aesthetic elements in didactic facilities, manifested primarily in the decor of rooms in primary schools and gymnasiums:
There have been occasions of omissions or deliberate activities for ideological removal in the education of pupils when organizing school spaces. Instead of photographs of prominent "gures from SR Macedonia, SFR Yugoslavia and the world and illustrations of important events
from the NLS and the Revolution, in the corridors and classrooms of some primary schools and gymnasiums (Ohrid, Debar, Kicevo) there are
many photographs of Albanian personalities, especially from the NSR Albania which are unacceptable even in today's Albania (ministers from
the King Zogu Government) (DARM.1.427.354.28, 702).
After 1966, when the policy on ethnic minorities was liberalised upon the dismissal of Ranković, the "rst signs of Croatian, Bosnian and Al26
banian separatism (i.e. nationalism) emerged. In the case of Albanians from Kosovo, this led to demands of equal rights, and even the establishment of the Republic of Kosovo in 1968. In response to this, Yugoslav authorities permitted the presence of the Albanian #ag in public
space as a form of expression of the Albanian national identity, and, more importantly, accepted the Albanians’ postulates concerning the implementation of an educational system in their native language. Eventually, this led to the opening of the University of Pristina in 1970. The
university had a faculty of approximately 200 teachers from Albania and the number of students rapidly rose to 30,000, contributing to the
rise of the Albanian-language academic community in Kosovo from 38% (1968) to 72% (1978). The change in the social structure caused by a
quick ← 220 | 221 → increase of Albanians with higher education living in Yugoslavia had important social and political implications, for example, the change in the proportions of administrative o$cers, hitherto dominated by Serbs and Montenegrins.
Conclusions
The social and political situation of Albanians from Macedonia and Kosovo – as a separate ethnocultural group – was comparable. However,
as a consequence of various social, political and historical contexts in the 1970s, this status underwent transformations, leading to a di!erentiation of regions. The acknowledgment of the autonomous status of Albanians in Kosovo inspired national movements, which developed into
organised cultural activities and the popularisation of the Albanian language and literature and eventually led to the emergence of Albanian
27
intellectual elites. In 1981, the nation-forming activities bore the expected e!ects – a new Albanian nationalism manifested in a series of
demonstrations and clashes with the police. The centre of this movement was the University of Pristina, where 37,000 students were enrolled
28
at the time.
In the Socialist Republic of Macedonia, despite the cultivated ideology of brotherhood and unity, Albanians and Macedonians functioned in
isolated enclaves, largely due to restrictions on interethnic marriages between Muslims and followers of the Orthodox Church. As Hugh Poulton notices when referring to sociological studies carried out in 1974, 95% of Albanians and Macedonians who took part in the studies would
29
not agree to a marriage outside their own ethnic group.
In the 1970s, the Albanian national movement extended to the territory of Macedonia, as was the case with an underground organisation
30
founded in 1979 in Tetovo – the National Labour Party that strove for Albanian secession in western Macedonia. Furthermore, national Albanian organisations in Macedonia supported student protests in Kosovo in 1981, calling for equal representation in the political structures of
Yugoslavia, equal access to education and the right to study in Albanian. ← 221 | 222 →
After the events of 1981, the situation in the Socialist Republic of Macedonia (SRM) was re#ected in statistics revealing the participation of
particular ethnic groups in Yugoslavia’s political life. According to these "gures, even in a place like Tetovo, with a dominant Albanian community of more than 70% in 1982, less than 50% of the seats in the city council were allocated to Albanians. Moreover, in 1986, only 17 of 250
members of the parliament in the republic were Albanians.
This is when the idea of incorporating the Albanian language into the Macedonian public administration started to evolve:
This does not mean that the Albanian national question remains a minority issue, even though it remains a minority (apart from Gostivar's
surroundings), even without taking into account ethnic, historical and geographical conditions. According to o$cial statistics, although the Albanian population is in the majority in neighbourhood areas, due to a lack of di!erentiation between the Turks and the Torbesh; in fact, only
in the Gostivar area are they an actual majority. Besides this, there are certain settlements, municipalities, where the majority consists of Albanians. That is why, in our opinion, in the administration the Albanian language should be implemented (DARM.1.427.28.26, 209).
In response to the demands put forward by Albanians in the 1980s, the communist rulers of Macedonia considerably toughened their position. The next element of the anti-Albanian policy involved abolishing the proportional share of this ethnic group in the public administration, including the presence of Albanian language in public institutions and in the education system, causing the increased interest of Albanians in religious schools that o!ered instruction in Albanian. In 1986, as Duncan Perry states, 4,346 Albanian families were "ned because they
31
sent their children to religious schools instead of state-run institutions. In 1987, in order to halt the growth of this Albanian religious nationalism, the communist authorities of Macedonia prohibited teaching the Koran to children below the age of 15 years. On top of this, in 1988 Al32
banian language classes were renounced in secondary schools and Albanian-speaking ← 222 | 223 → schools were transformed into corresponding models, so-called parallels, based on a bilingual system.
In the 1980s, the number of Albanians in Macedonia increased considerably due to the migration of Albanians from Kosovo who were repressed by Serbs following a wave of protests in 1981; they consequently settled in “Albanian” parts of Macedonia. An additional element that
reinforced the position of Albanians in Macedonia was the radicalisation of their confessional identity, which led to the rebirth of Albanian national organisations demanding autonomy for the western provinces of the Socialist Republic of Macedonia, inhabited largely by Albanians. As
a response to these actions, communist authorities issued a ban on selling western land to Albanians, with the intention of restricting the
dominance of Albanian people on these territories.
From the perspective of confrontational Slavic-Albanian relations in the Yugoslav period in the Albanian discourse after 1991, an apologetic model of historical narrative appears, in which the Serbian (Slavic) attitude towards the Albanians during the communist and pre-communist Yugoslavia, presenting alleged attacks on the Albanian ethnic identity took a dominant position. These trends were also expressed
during the ethnic crisis in Macedonia in 2001, producing a parallel perception of reality based on divergent constructions of memory and history, in which it is di$cult to de"ne the victim and aggressor de"nitively due to the dramatic nature of the events. Following Foucault's idea, it
can be said that the dominant discourses, in this case the Macedonian (Slavic) and Albanian (non-Slavic), help to proclaim the preferred social
33
order in each national community, maintaining a de"nite regime of truth. ← 223 | 224 →
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